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1` 
The present invention relates generally _to dia 

mond abrasive wheels. More particularly the in 
vention relates to that type of abrasive wheel 
which is primarily adapted to grind the tips of 
cutting tools, embodies means whereby it may be 
attached to one end of a power driven shaft and 
in addition embodies on one side thereof >an an 
nular band consisting of diamond particles and a 
matrix for the particles. 
In grinding a cutting tool of the variety that 

embodies a tip of tungsten carbide or like mate-  
rial it has heretofore been standard practice first 
to rough grind the tip by a silicon carbide abra 
sive wheel, then to grind the tip to a finished di 
mension by an abrasive wheel having diamonds 
of coarse mesh and finally to provide the tip with 
a final or so-called mirror finish by way of an 
abrasive wheel having diamonds of fine mesh. In 
carrying out this practice it is necessary either to 
mount two of the abrasive wheels on the ends of 
one power driven shaft and to mount the third 
wheel on the end of a second power driven shaft 
or to mount one of the wheels on one end of a 
power driven shaft and then successively to mount 
the other wheels on the other end of the shaft. If 
two power driven shafts are employed the equip 
ment for grinding the tip of the cutting tool is 
expensive and time is consumed in moving the 
tool from one of the wheels on one of the shafts 
to the wheel on the second shaft. If but a single 
power driven shaft is utilized time is consumed 
in removing one of the abrasive wheels from the 
shaft and attaching the third wheel and hence 
the labor that is involved is essentially costly. 
One object of the invention is to simplify the 

labor and reduce the cost of grinding the tips of 
cutting tools as heretofore practiced. This ob~ 
ject is attained by providing an abrasive wheel 
having on the outer side thereof an outer annular 
band with diamond particles of coarse mesh and 
a concentric inner annular band with diamond 
particles of a fine mesh. By employing a single 
wheel having bands with diamonds of different 
mesh a single power driven shaft only need be 
employed and it is unnecessary to move or re 
locate the tool in connection with grinding the 
tip to a finished dimension and providing the tip 
with a final or mirror finish. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

diamond abrasive wheel of the last mentioned 
character in which the cutting faces of the two 
diamond carrying bands are arranged so that 
they are not in the same plane and hence in con 
nection with use of the inner band to provide a 
ñnal or mirror finish on the tip of the tool being 
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2 
ground there is substantially no likelihood of the 
tip being inadvertently brought into contact with 
the outer annular band having diamond par 
ticles of coarse mesh. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

an abrasive wheel of the type and'character last 
mentioned in which the inner annular band with 
diamond particles of fine mesh is spaced from 
the outer annular band with diamond particles 
of coarse mesh in order further to eliminate the 
possibility of the tool tip being moved into con 
tact with the outer band while it is being given 
its final or mirror polish by the inner band. 
A still further object of the invention is to pro 

vide a diamond abrasive wheel which is generally 
of new and improved construction, serves the pur 
pose of two wheels and is characterized by high 
_efficiency and comparatively low cost. . 

Other objects of the invention and the Various 
advantages and characteristics of the present 
diamond abrasive wheel will be apparent from a 
consideration of the following detailed descrip 
tion.  

The invention consists in the several novel fea 
tures which are hereinafter set forth and are more 
particularly defined by the claim at the con 
clusion hereof. 

In the drawing which accompanies and forms 
a part of this specification or disclosure and in 
which like letters and numerals of reference de 
note corresponding parts throughout the several 
views: 

Figure l is an outer side view of a diamond 
abrasive wheel embodying the invention; and 

Figure 2 is a section taken on the line 2-2 of 
Figure 1 and illustrating in detail the arrange 
ment and design of the outer and inner annular 
diamond carrying bands, 
The abrasive wheel which is shown in the draw 

ing constitutes the preferred form or embodiment 
of the invention. It is adapted for use in grind 
ing tips of cutting tools and is shown in the draw 
ing as being mounted on one end of a horizontally 
extending power driven shaft s. As its compo 
nent parts the wheel comprises a circular or disc 
like rigid body 3, an outer annular. band 4 and 
an inner annular band 5. 
The body 3 is formed of any suitable material 

such, for example, as bronze or brass and has in 
the center thereof a circular hole 6 in which said 
one end of the shaft s fits. The shaft is provided 
inwards of said one end with a fixed collar s1 hav 
ing at its outer end an annular outwardly ex~ 
tending flange s2. The inner side of the body is 
flat and fits flatly against the flange s2 of the co1 



3 
lar s1. The body is secured in ñxed relation with 
the shaft by way of an annular series of screws 1. 
The latter extend through holes 8 in the inter 
mediate portion of the body and fit Within in 
ternally threaded sockets 9 in the?lange, 
The outer annular band ê is fixedly mounted in 

an annular groove l0 in the outer margin ofthe 
front or outer side of the wheel body 3 and oon-v 
sists of diamond particles of coarse mesh and a 
matrix. If desired the diamond Yparticles in the; 
band 4 may have a mesh of approximately ̀ 100. 
The matrix of the outer annular band is pref 
erably an alloy but it may be resin or any other 
type of bonding material. The outer band ¿vis 
adapted to be used to grind the tips of cutting 
tools to a finished dimension after they have 
been rough ground by a silicon carbide or other. 
abrasive wheel on the other end of the shaft s. 
In utilizing the band for tip grinding purposes 
the tip of the cutting tool to be ground is placed 
against the outer side surface of the band awhile 
the wheel is being rotated in responseto drive of 
the shaft s. The outer side face of the outer 
annular band d is frusto-conical andextends at 
an angle of approximately 7° with respect to a 
plane at right angles to the axis of the-wheel. 
The band il is of uniform thicknessthroughout. 
The surface of the wheel 3 that dei-lues the bottom 
of the groove lâ is in parallel relation with the 
outer side face of the band li; as shown in Figure 2.v 
The inner annular band 5 is positioned in con 

centric relation with the outer annular bandv ¿i 
and is iìxedly mounted in an annular groove Il 
in the front or outer side of the body 3 of. lthe 
wheel. It consists of- diamond particles off fine 
mesh together with a matrix and is adapted to be 
used to provide a ñnal or mirror ñnish to the tips 
of cutting tools after they have been ground, to 
a ñnished dimension by way of the outer annular 
band Il. If desired the diamond particles in thel 
band ‘.5- may have a mesh of approximately 400'; 
The vmatrix of the band 5 is preferably the same` 
as that of the outer band It. 
posed inwards of the groove liland is separated 
from the latter by a circular rib I2. In utilizing 
the inner band 5'the tips of the cutting tools to 
be ground are placed against the outer side ~sur~ 
face'of said band while the wheel is being rotated 
inA response to drive of the shaft s. The outer 
side face of the inner annular band Eris; fiat and 
extends at truly right angles to the axis oftheA 
Wheel body 3. As shown in Figure 2, the inner 
edge of the outer annular'band #l andthe outer 
side face of the inner band are coplanar. The 
band 5 is of uniform thickness throughout and'is 
íixedly retained within the groove as a result of` 
the matrix thereof being bonded to the portion ofv 
the Wheel body that deñnes the annular groove> 
il. The fine mesh diamond particles are~pro 
vided in the inner annular bandY 5 inasmuch asv 
such particles will produce-the desired final or 
mirror ñnish without the necessity of beingvro 
tated at a surface speed _as great as- that of.y the 
coarse mesh diamond particles. 

The groove l l is .disf 
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In utilizing the wheel for grinding the tip of 

a cutting tool the tip of the tool, after being rough 
ground by way of a silicon carbide grinding wheel 
at the other end of the shaft s, is placed against 
the outer side face of the outer annular band 4 
while the Wheel is being driven by the shaft. The 
tip of the tool‘is-held'inplacevagainstjfthe outer 
band until' it is ground to a ñnisheda: dimension. 
After the tip of the tool is ground by the outer 
band 4 it is placedY against the outer side face 0f 
the inner band 5 in order to provide it with a 
final orv mirror ñnish. By reason of the fact that 
the outer side face of the outer band is not in 
the sameplane as the outer side face of the inner 
band and the ltwo bands are separated by the .f 
circular rib l2 there is no likelihood of the tip Y 
of. the tool being ground by the inner band being 

> brought into engagement with the outer band. 
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The herein described abrasive wheel serves the 
purpose of two wheels by reason of the fact that 
it; includesthe outer-¿handhaving diamondsof 
coarse mesh’ and Vthefinner band havingdiamonds 
of ñne mesh. It is highly eflicient and maybe 
produced.' ata.- low' cost. ~ 

The inventionï is not to be restricted tothe 
details set forth since thesemaybe. modified 
within the scopexof the. appended claimrwithoutl ' 
departingfrom the spirit‘andVK scope of the inven 
tion. « . Y 

Having-_ thus described »the invention, what-we 
. claim; as vnew and desirev to.- secureI byLetters 
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Patent is: y 

Asa new» articlev offmanufacture,> an abrasive 
wheel adapted» to-grind the tips. of- cutting tools 
andcomprising a-rigiddisc-like body adapted for 
connection to apower drivenshaft, an outer an» 
nular band mounted ñxedly on one Vside face of 
the bodyandy havingfdiam‘ondfparticles of. certain 
mesh;andvan1inner annular bandrnounted ñxedly. 
on said one side face of thebody» and-having dia 
mond particles of different mesh,.th'e outerv side, 
face of one ̀of- the twozbands being frustoeconical 
and disposed at anY acute'angle tothe outer. side 
faceof the other band, andgthelouter: edge of 
the outer- side face of the inner band being spaced 
inwards a smallsdis-tance from theinnen edgeof 
the outer> sidefacey of the-»outer> band-1. _ 
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